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New Knitting Patterns Take Inspiration from Nature
Creative, unique new knitting guide encourages knitters to expand their horizons

EASTON, Md. – Bring your knitting to a new level with an array of patterns featuring inspired
resources and lighthearted humor in Knit Knitavian Style: Allow your knitting adventures to
begin (published by AuthorHouse), the simple, easy-to-follow guide by veteran knitter Margaret
Nock .
Often turned to for relaxation and with the added bonus of resulting in hand-made, useful items
for family and friends, knitting has been a popular pastime for hundreds of years. Knit
Knitavian Style encourages knitters to take Nock’s Joyful Knitter Oath and discover the state of
mind she calls Knitavia.
In 73 pages, Nock shares a wealth of information. Taking inspiration from natural surroundings,
the 20 patterns she presents take inspiration from color and texture and are conscious about
trying to use as many eco-friendly materials as possible. The result is a distinct and versatile
collection of patterns that are unmistakably Knitavian.
Full-color photographs, blurbs, entertaining observations and interviews accompany the
Knitavian knitting patterns, and readers will meet several personalities from the knitting world,
including Christine Shively, the dynamic founder of Knots of Love, an organization whose
growth is making a difference in the lives of cancer patients throughout North America and
Europe.
Knitters, embrace the patterns, ideas and suggestions offered in Knit Knitavian Style. Nock is
waiting for you to join her on the corner of Inspiration Avenue and Knitavia Boulevard. Bring
your knitting!
About the Author
Margaret Nock began her knitting adventures at age 8 and is currently a knitter, blogger and
author of Knit 1 for the Road, a portable knitting book for busy knitters. She received her
master’s degree from Savannah College of Art and Design and has written articles for Mix Tape
craft magazine. A member of The Knitting Guild Association, The Crochet Guild of America and
Knitters Connection, Gould also moderates a how-to group on Book Masons and is active on
websites including Ravelry, Creating the Hive Community and Facebook. She enjoys blogging
about knitting events, products and interviewing indie crafters, writers, knitting charities and
businesses. She is actively involved with charities in her community and her chic, modern
pieces are available, along with books and kits, through her Etsy shop, MargKnittinARound.
AuthorHouse is a premier book publisher for emerging, self-published authors. For more information, please visit
www.authorhouse.com.
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